
The clock is ticking! Share your Isekai photos at JAPAN by
Japan!

There’s still time left to share your Isekai photos and win exciting prizes.
Post as many as you like on your Instagram with the hashtags #jbyjisekai and

#prefecture (prefecture it was taken) to increase your chances of winning. Feel
free to check out the photo galleries to see what others posted and get travel

inspiration.

Not sure where to go? Check out Japan’s out-of-this-world places! 
 

If you haven’t seen our Isekai campaign yet, now is the time to check it
out. Lots of never-before-seen otherworldly places that will trigger

your wanderlust for adventure and excitement. Itineraries full of anime-
related content that not only lets you explore its culture but experience being

in the anime itself through visiting its real-life locations.

Hot News

Join us on our SNS campaign, which has already started and will
last until 11th August this year! 

 
Under the current circumstances where physical tourism is restricted, we are

starting a SNS campaign that will bridge the physical distance between
residents in Singapore and Japan. You can participate by simply sharing your

recommended attractions in Singapore (or even Japan!) on Instagram and
hashtag #SJ55SG for photos taken in Singapore or #SJ55JP for photos take in

Japan. Participants will also stand a chance to win a wonderful prize in the
lucky draw!

 
Do find out more about our SNS campaign on the website below!

 

Ghib Ojisan 
 

Follow Ghib Ojisan, a Youtuber residing in Singapore, as he journeys to
Keisuke Ramen and Asian Civilization Museum! As part of the SJ55 campaign,

Keisuke Ramen partners up with Asian Civilization Museum to present their
ACM UKIYO-E set menu. Watch as Ghib Ojisan enjoys the sumptuous meal
and receive an additional 50% discount for entry into the Life in Edo | Russel
Wong in Kyoto exhibition brought to you by Asian Civilization Museum, where

he learns more about Japan’s deep culture through the Ukiyo-e and
photography displayed.

 
Click on the link below to watch the video!

Visit the website below to find out more about ACM’s Life in Edo | Russel
Wong in Kyoto exhibition

Important Notification 
 

We would like to inform you that you may check Japan’s latest update of
COVID-19 situation from the website in below link. Please refer to it to see

how COVID-19 may affect your plans to visit Japan.

About This Newsletter 
 

This newsletter is exclusively brought to you by the Japan National Tourism
Organization, Singapore Office. Through our specially curated contents, we
continue to connect with our JAPAN by Japan community and members as

you are special to us.
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Photo Contest Page >

Campaign Top page >

Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka

Prefecture

The Kitakyushu Manga Museum is like

a shrine to manga enthusiast as it

houses a whopping 50,000 volumes of

manga! Feel free to read these printed

artworks, or learn more about the

history and culture of manga through

learning games. The museum has a

focus on manga artists with affiliations

to the city, including Leiji Matsumoto,

creator of Space Battleship Yamato

and Galaxy Express 999. The museum

is in Aru-Aru City, a mall devoted to

Japanese pop culture!

Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka Prefecture >

Sado City, Niigata Prefecture

Fans of Ghibliʼs “Spirited Away” will

immediately recognize the taraibune in

a heartbeat! In the film, it was used to

transport Chihiro to the partially-

submerged train station, and now you

too can experience riding in one when

visiting Sado Island. Originally used by

the renowned Ama divers for catching

abalone and mollusks in the rocky

coastal areas, the taraibune are now

available for visitors who want to

experience travelling in a unique tub-

shaped boat, piloted by a skilled

skipper.

Sado City, Niigata Prefecture >

Lake Akan, Kushiro City, Hokakido

Situated near Akanko Onsen is Lake

Akan Ainu Theater, Japanʼs first

theatre dedicated to indigenous Ainu

culture. Fans of the anime “Golden

Kamuy” will know that a “kamuy” is a

spiritual being in Ainu mythology – in

the series, the Ainu huntress named

Asirpa always honours her prey and

everything she uses as gifts from the

kamuy. At the Ainu Theater, youʼll get

to witness Ainu culture with mouth

harp music, ceremonial dances,

puppet shows, and dramatic state-of-

the-art performances..  

Lake Akan, Kushiro City, Hokakido >

English Page >

Japanese Page >

Watch video Now!

ACM’s special website

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Advisory information >
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